Abstract. The average flow speed of alpha particles relative to protons in the solar wind is observed to be of the order of or less than the Alfven speed. This flow, if sufficiently large, can lead to two distinct types of electromagnetic alpha/proton instabilities: magnetosonic and Alfven. Spatially homogeneous two-dimensional hybrid simulations of collisionless plasmas are used to study these growing modes and the consequent wave-particle scattering of each ion component. This scattering reduces the alpha/proton average flow speed, heats the alphas more strongly than the protons, and increases the alpha temperature in the directions perpendicular to the background magnetic field, all of which are consistent with solar wind observations.
Introduction
As the solar wind streams outward from the Sun, protons and alpha particles are observed to cool less rapidly than is predicted by simple adiabatic expansion. In addition the alphas are typically observed to have larger flow speeds than, and to be hotter than, the protons [Marsch et aL, 1982a; Steinberg et aL, 1996; Neugebauer et aL, 1996; Feldman et aL, 1996] . Specifically, the observed average value of the alpha/proton relative flow speed is less than or approximately equal to VA, the Alfven speed, between 0.3 and 1 AU [Marsch et aL, 1982a; Marsch and Livi, 1987] and decreases below VA from 1 to 5 AU [Neugebauer et aL, 1996] . Each of these observations suggests that there are sources of ion heating and acceleration that operate throughout the solar wind.
One possible such source is the large amplitude, low frequency magnetic fluctuations ("turbulence") of the solar wind which, in one scenario, cascades energy from longer to shorter wavelengths where wave-particle interactions lead to momentum and energy exchange with the plasma [Leamon et aL, 1999 , and references therein]. Wave-particle interactions have different resonance factors for the protons and alphas, and thereby yield different momentum and energy transfer rates to the two species [Hu and Habbal, 1999] . Global theories which include these wave-particle interactions indeed predict nonadiabatic heating of solar wind ions, and greater flow speeds and greater temperatures for alphas than for protons [Marsch et aL, 1982b; Isenberg, 1990; Tarn and Chang, 1999 and references therein] . However, such theories are not self-consistent; that is, they require as input assumptions about the properties of the magnetic fluctuation spectra [e.g., see the above references and Hollweg, 1999] . Furthermore, such theories appear unable to explain Copyright 2000 by the American Geophysical Union.
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A second possible source of alpha/proton interactions in the solar wind is the intrinsically short-wavelength field fluctuations arising from kinetic instabilities. In a local, homogeneous plasma model the growth of such fluctuations can be described by fully self-consistent computer simulations; the resulting magnetic spectra yield wave-particle scattering which couple and heat alphas and protons. The instabilities most likely to contribute to such processes are the alpha/proton modes; that is, those driven by the flow of alphas relative to protons along the background magnetic field B 0 . Although such instabilities have not been the subject of much theoretical research [Gomberoff et aL, 1996] , we may infer some of their properties from previous work on electromagnetic proton/proton instability simulations under solar wind conditions [e.g., Daughton et aL, 1999] . Solar wind observations often show the presence of two distinct proton components, a more dense core and a less dense beam. The two components may have an average proton beam/core relative velocity, which we denote as v opp , aligned parallel or antiparallel to B 0 [Feldman et aL, 1973; 1993, and references therein] .
This relative flow may excite both electrostatic and electromagnetic proton/proton instabilities. Because the former attain appreciable growth only under the atypical condition that the electrons are considerably hotter than the proton core component, we do not consider electrostatic instabilities here. Among the electromagnetic modes, the fastest growing proton/proton magnetosonic instability [Montgomery et aL, 1976; Marsch and Livi, 1987] has maximum growth at k X B 0 = 0, whereas proton/proton Alfven instabilities [Daughton and Gary, 1998 ] arise at k X B 0 7^ 0. These modes have frequencies which scale as Op, the proton cyclotron frequency, and typically have instability thresholds satisfying 1 <^ V OPP /VA <J 2. The magnetosonic mode is more likely to grow at /3|| c ^> 1, whereas the Alfven instabilities usually have the lower threshold at P\\c ^ 1 (See the Appendix for the definition of /3\\ c and other parameters used here.).
Hybrid simulations of electromagnetic proton/proton instabilities at 2 < V OPP /VA £ 3 [Hoshino and Terasawa, 1985; Gary et al., 1986] show that the primary consequences of fluctuation growth are to increase the perpendicular temperature of the beam component and to somewhat reduce the proton/proton relative speed. These responses reduce the growth rate of both instabilities, and impose constraints on the component anisotropies and V OPP /VA [Daughton et al., 1999] corresponding to instability threshold conditions of linear theory. 1 ^cjc; Observations from the Helios spacecraft [Marsut und Livi, 1987] show 0 < V OPP /VA £> 3, whereas measurements from Ulysses satisfy 0 < V OPP /VA <> 2 [Goldstein et al, 2000] . Marsch and Livi [1987] used linear Vlasov theory to conclude that an appreciable number of their observations are unstable to the proton/proton magnetosonic instability. In contrast Goldstein et al. [2000] find that their V OPP /VA values lie near or below the linear theory threshold conditions for the two electromagnetic instabilities, indicating that both modes arise in the solar wind and constrain the proton/proton relative speed to such thresholds. We denote the doubly ionized helium component of the solar wind by the subscript a. If the alpha/core relative velocity v oap is parallel to B 0 and is sufficiently large, then the electromagnetic alpha/proton instabilities which arise are analogous to and have similar properties to the proton/proton instabilities discussed above. This is illustrated in Figure 1 , which compares the growth rates of three modes: the parallel magnetosonic, the Alfven I, and the Alfven II instabilities in the parlance of Daughton and Gary [1998] . The linear theory used here is based upon the usual spatially homogeneous Vlasov model used, for example, by Daughton and Gary [1998] , and the parameters are primarily those given in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows that, for relatively small values of V O /VA, each alpha/proton mode has a larger growth rate than its proton/proton counterpart. This implies that the threshold condition on the relative flow (that is, the value of V O /VA necessary to excite a fixed value of 7 m /Sip) is generally lower for the alpha/proton modes et al, 1996] . This is consistent with the solar wind observations discussed above which indicate that on average v opp > v oap .
Computer Simulations
The simulation results described here were obtained from a two-dimensional hybrid code [Winske and Omidi, 1993] representing a collisionless, homogeneous, magnetized plasma. We used a single proton component and a single alpha component each with an initial drifting bi-Maxwellian velocity distribution. The electrons were represented as a massless fluid with zero average flow speed at t = 0. We used a doubly periodic system in x and y with the background magnetic field B 0 -xB 0 . We used a 64 X 64 grid, 256 particles per cell for each component, system dimensions L x = L y = L with L approximately equal to four times the wavelength of the fastest growing mode, an integration time step of Hp A£ -0.05, and a small resistivity to reduce short wavelength fluctuations. Charge neutrality Alfven I instability. The basic set of initial parameters we used are stated in Table 1 . Most of these parameters are similar to those observed in the solar wind, for example, n a/ n e -0-05; but for computational purposes we have chosen some parameters to enhance the growth rates of the instabilities. Thus we have used the typical observed value of Tj| a /T|jp = 4 for our simulation of the magnetosonic instability, but have chosen the untypical value of unity for the initial condition on the Alfven I instability simulation because this mode is enhanced if the alphas are relatively cool. And for both runs we used alpha/proton relative speeds which are larger than those usually observed in the solar wind.
Our alpha/proton simulations yielded results analogous to those from the corresponding proton/proton computations described by Daughton et al. [1999] . In both cases the fluctuating magnetic field energy densities attain similar saturation levels and the less dense component develops a much stronger temperature anisotropy than the more dense component. One peculiarity of the Alfven mode simulation of Figure 3 is the second peak in the fluctuating field energy and the associated second decrease in the alpha/proton flow speed at ft p t > 260. Linear theory indicates that this second peak corresponds to the excitation of a mode at somewhat longer wavelength than the fastest growing fluctuation; this alternate mode can persist with somewhat slower growth rates at reduced values of v oap /VAThe two quantities most relevant to solar wind observations are the alpha/proton relative speed and the alpha/proton overall temperature ratio. The magnetosonic instability has maximum growth rate at k X B 0 -0 so that its primary interaction with the alphas is through pitch-angle scattering, a relatively inefficient way to reduce VO&P/VA-Thus it yields only a modest decrease in v oap /VA (compare Figure 2(b) here with Fig. l(b) of Daughton et al. [1999] ); the late-time value of this quantity remains near or above 1.5 for this and other similar magnetosonic simulations. In contrast the alpha/proton Alfven instability has 7 m at propagation relatively oblique to B 0 ; this permits it to sustain an appreciable <5E|| which, in turn, enables waveparticle interactions which more directly slow v oap . Thus, not only may the threshold v oap /VA of the Alfven instability at low /3\\ p be lower than its magnetosonic counterpart at high /3jjp (as in Figure 1 ), but the percentage reduction in the alpha/proton relative flow can be substantially larger, as a comparison of Figure 2 (b) and Figure 3(b) shows. Both instabilities heat the alphas more strongly than the protons; this is demonstrated in Figure 2 (c) and Figure 3(c) . Here, again, the substantial JE|| associated with the Alfven instability permits that mode to provide greater heating to the resonant alpha component.
These simulations yield Tj_ a /Tjj a > 1, whereas observations [Marsch et a/., 1982a] indicate the opposite sense of the alpha anisotropy. However, the general result here is that alpha heating is primarily in the direction perpendicular to B 0 ; in the sense that the instabilities counteract the development of an extreme T\\ a » T± a due to conservation of the first adiabatic invariant in an expanding magnetic field, these results are consistent with observations.
Conclusions
We used hybrid computer simulations to examine waveparticle scattering by electromagnetic fluctuations from alpha/proton instabilities in collisionless, homogeneous, magnetized plasmas. Our simulations show that this scattering reduces the alpha/proton relative flow, heats the alphas more strongly than the protons, and increases T± a /T\\ a . Each of these results is consistent with solar wind observations; however, both the heating and anisotropy enhancement of the alphas are also characteristic of a turbulence model in which cascading magnetic fluctuations yield resonant wave-particle interactions. Thus the hallmark of alpha/proton instability activity in the solar wind is the constraint imposed on the alpha/proton relative speed.
The major limitation of our work is that, in order to obtain substantial growth rates, we initialized our simulations with V O(XP /VA > 1.5; our resulting late-time values are no smaller than v oap /VA -1-25. Such values are typically larger than those observed in the solar wind, especially at distances greater than 1 AU from the Sun [Neugebauer et a/., 1996] . To more nearly match the observations, it will be necessary to carry out simulations at v oap /VA ~ 1-One way to do this may be to simulate the more slowly growing Alfven II mode of Figure 1 . Another way to simulate instabilities at low alpha/proton relative speeds is to assume more extreme values of other parameters; for example, Tj_ a /T|| a « 1 and relatively high /3\\ p car lower the threshold of the magnetosonic instability to v oap/ P A ~ I.
Despite this limitation, we believe that our results represent a new contribution to the physics of alphas in the solar wind. In our view the observed result that v oap £ VA is likely due to a balance between the effective acceleration of alphas by cascading magnetic fluctuations and the reduction of the alpha/proton relative flow due to wave-particle scattering by the instabilities studied here.
Appendix: Definitions
We use subscripts || and JL to denote directions relative to the background magnetic field B 0 . The species subscripts are p for the protons, OL for the helium ions, and e for the electrons; the proton component subscripts are c for the more dense core and b for the more tenuous beam. For the jth species or component we define J3\\j = &7rn e kBT\\j/B%, the plasma frequency, ujj = <J47rnjej/mj, the cyclotron frequency, £lj = ejB 0 /rrijC, and the average flow velocity V 0 j. We define the Alfven speed as VA = BO/A°r the proton beam/core relative velocity as v opp = V 0 & -v oc , and the alpha/core relative velocity as v oap = v oa -v oc . All relative speeds are parallel or antiparallel to B 0 . The overall temperature of a component is Tj EE (Tj|j+2T^j)/3. The complex frequency of a fluctuation is UJ = u) r -f i'j, and the subscript m denotes the linear theory growth rate maximized over all wave vectors k.
